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Quintinha da Eira
Type of accommodation Tourism in the Country
Quintinha da Eira is a gite with a “Rural Chic” concept, ideal to spend a few days resting in fullness with Nature.
Quintinha da Eira is composed of five bedrooms, two of which can communicate between them, which makes them
perfect for a family accommodation. It also has a roomy suite prepared to be used by those whose mobility has some
restrictions. As far as facilities are concerned, there is a spa, a wi-fi internet space, a pleasant reading room, a dining
room and a living room with a fireplace and gaming table. The kitchen is fully-equipped. There is also a bread
“house” with a wood-fired oven and a traditional cheese “house”, where our guests are invited to make their own
bread, if it is of their desire.
It also has a glazed spaced, turned to nature, “Mini-cozinha”, where groups who desire to have their meals together
may have access to. The oven house also has a barbecue. The outdoor is the big surprise. Many facilities which are
an invitation to leisure include a swimming-pool, a waterfall and a bar, a playground, a threshing floor and a pergola,
from where you can enjoy the view of the 12 mills. Unique, pleasant spaces where you can relax or just contemplate
the beauty of nature.
To complement your stay, the Quintinha Da Eira also provides the following services:
kennel and cattery
Laundry
Tourist Advice
Bicycle maintenance station
Rent-a-car Service
Little Shop of traditional products
Translation service (English, French and Spanish)
Private Parking
Contacts

Telephone:

Rua Circular, 8 – Charruada
2350-022 Assentis TNV
+351 249 790 462

Fax:

+351 249 820 873

E-mail:

info@quintinhadaeira.com

Website:

www.quintinhadaeira.com

Address:
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Characteristics and Services
Swimming-pool
Number of beds: 7
Number of rooms: 6
Double rooms with toilet: 5
Rooms in the main house: 6
Television room
Air conditioning
Number of suites
Internet Access
Reserved area for non-smokers
Reserved area for smokers
single rooms with toilet
Restaurant
Pets allowed
Bar
Jacuzzi

Room facilities
Television in room
Hair dryer in room
Internet access in room
Air conditioning in room
Telephone in room
Steel safe in room

Timetable
Breakfast timetable: 8:00 - 10:30
Room service timetable: 11:00 - 14:00

Access
Buses
Train stations

Acessibilidade
Disabled access
Facilities for disabled

Payments
Guiding price: $$$ (60€ - 90€)
Credit cards accepted

Other information
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